The Little Yellow Polka Dot House v. The Municipality CON Man

Room to be naturally free
Will never happen in an artificial corporate municipality
Once upon a time our homes were allodial sanctuaries
Now illegitimately taxed and regulated exponentially
Codes invented by the green and yellow municipality CON
Our waste becomes a crime for revenue
What all animals freely do above the ground
For the Natural Born, it’s a crime in your home, on your land, if you do
One by one each private property sanctuary is closed down
By illegitimate misapplied commercial permits, taxes & plans
The English Kings and Queens invented this municipal CON
They codified and criminalized the natural rights of man
Weather, fuel and rural living too, was coded as crimes against humanity
Little houses that always survived in natural cycles of dry and wet
Where water tables naturally rise and fall
The yellow municipality coded this too for revenue making it a crime yet
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The high priests of the global elite associations of municipalities
Revoked the American Founding and Fundamental laws
Declared a national state of Revocation
To collect more revenue just because
The first American Revolution rose up and rearranged
The Rights of man and gave him allodial title upon his land
But ONLY the names of the Kings and Queens changed
Freedom and Liberty were disenfranchised into uncountable fictional municipalities
Little houses grew across the land
Great and small in their natural uniqueness and multiplicity
Were systematically taken down by the King’s and Queen’s dirty greedy hands
They conscripted our bodies, minds and land into artificial commercial municipalities
No freedom, no liberty, no life ……no private or public use of our land
Only dirty revenue to pay the collateralized extorted debt of the municipality CON
Paid for by the wages and property of the Natural Born working hands
And generations of blood spilled upon their land
The existence of the maniacal municipalities is against founding and fundamental laws
No reason they should be controlling our land, ignorance and apathy blinds our eyes
Benefiting associations, private and public corporations refuse to abide by our sacred laws
The Bench, Bar, Bankers and taking Associations have created a prison called the municipality
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